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Abstract 

This deliverable is the M9 update of the ZDMP dissemination plan, 
which is part of the D13.1, and activities from M4 until M9. This 
includes update of the several areas that promote related fields 
including events, journals, press, and mass media. This document 
also reports the outcomes of the actions and thus forms the living 
basis of T13.2, T13.3, T13.4 and T13.5 deliverables. 
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Deliverable “D13.1b: Target-Driven Dissemination Strategy, Plan, and Reporting” is an 
update to the deliverable D13.1a and reports the period between M4 and M9. This 
deliverable makes updates (if needed) to the strategy, plan, and reporting to achieve the 
expected impact by ZDMP by a templated action plan approach whilst considering the 
resources available and individual dependencies. 

This document provides an updated project dissemination strategy by:  

• Highlighting targeted groups and communities 

• Defining internal dissemination guidelines and procedures 

• Identifying key dissemination events 

• Referring a list of prominent conferences and journals 

• Defining the dissemination material 

• Defining collaboration with other projects 

• Preparing the Open Call dissemination 
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0 Introduction 

0.1 ZDMP Project Overview 

ZDMP – Zero Defects Manufacturing Platform – is a project funded by the H2020 
Framework Programme of the European Commission under Grant Agreement 825631 and 
conducted from January 2019 until December 2022. It engages 30 partners (Users, 
Technology Providers, Consultants and Research Institutes) from 11 countries with a total 
budget of circa 16.2M€. Further information can be found at www.zdmp.eu. 

In the last five years, many industrial 
production entities in Europe have started 
strategic work towards a digital 
transformation into the fourth-industrial 
revolution termed Industry 4.0. Based on 
this new paradigm, companies must 
embrace a new technological infrastructure, 
which should be easy to implement for their 
business and easy to implement with other 
businesses across all their machines, 
equipment, and systems. The concept of 
zero-defects in the management of quality 
is one of the main benefits deriving from the 
implementation of Industry 4.0, both in the 
digitalisation of production processes and 
digitalisation of the product quality. 

To remain competitive and keep its leading manufacturing position, European industry is 
required to produce high quality products at a low cost, in the most efficient way. Today, 
manufacturing industry is undergoing a substantial transformation due to the proliferation 
of new digital and ICT solutions, which are applied along the production process chain and 
are helping to make production more efficient, as in the case of smart factories. The goal 
of the ZDMP Project is to develop and establish a digital platform for connected smart 
factories, allowing to achieve excellence in manufacturing through zero-defect processes 
and zero-defect products. 

ZDMP aims at providing such an extendable platform for supporting factories with a high 
interoperability level, to cope with the concept of connected factories to reach the goal of 
zero-defect production. In this context, ZDMP will allow end-users to connect their systems 
(ie shop-floor and Enterprise Resource Planning systems) to benefit from the features of 
the platform. These benefits include product and production quality assurance amongst 
others. For this, the platform provides the tools to allow following each step of production, 
using data acquisition to automatically determine the functioning of each step regarding 
the quality of the process and product. With this, it is possible to follow the production 
order status and optimize the overall processes regarding time constraints and product 
quality, achieving zero defects. 

 

 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document “D13.1b: Driven-Target Dissemination Strategy, Plan, and 
Reporting”, is directly associated with ZDMP task “T13.1: Driven-Target Dissemination 
Strategy, Plan, and Reporting” within “WP13: Impact”. It is an update of the initial version, 
D13.1a which was largely a pure plan, and adds to it reporting in the period M4 and M9.  

Dissemination of the ZDMP project is a collaborative effort of all project partners and this 
document describes the available tools and partner’s responsibilities. It places emphasis 
on the importance of promoting industrial awareness and provides a list of potential 
dissemination targets (venues, journals, press, and mass media sources, etc.) relevant to 
the work performed in the project. It will: 

• Detail actions related to expected dissemination, including their priorities, 
responsibilities, and outcomes 

• Guide the project awareness and engagement program 

• Report the outcomes of tasks T13.2, T13.3, T13.4, T13.5, T13.6 and T13.7, and will 
be updated on M3, M9, M18, M30, and M48 

Specifically, the DOA states the following regarding this deliverable: 

O13.1 To define a common strategy for the dissemination and outreach of projects results 
 
T13.1 Target-Driven Dissemination Strategy, Plan, and Reporting UNIN M1-3 
D13.1a Target-Driven Dissemination Strategy, Plan, 

and Reporting 
R PU 3 RDI1 

This task is devoted to setting the ZDMP project in motion. This involves the following activities:  
To define and plan the dissemination strategy Establish guidelines for creating a context to 

maximize the ZDMP research dissemination 
To report the dissemination activities To report the impact of the dissemination 

 
The ZDMP dissemination strategy and plan will define the basis and guidelines for creating a 
context where ZDMP research dissemination can be maximized for the benefit of the European 
industry and society-at-large. A report will be delivered, detailing the outline of the planned 
strategic dissemination, identification, and organisation of the activities to be performed to promote 
the project’s results and the widest dissemination of knowledge from the project in an open access 
manner. The dissemination strategy and plan, in collaboration with WP3 “Business Approach: 
Market, Exploitation, and Sustainability”, will define: i) What: What ZDMP plans to disseminate: 
the message (this aspect will be studied carefully in order to not interfere with exploitation 
activities); ii) To whom: The audience; iii) Why: The purpose; iv) How: The method; and v) When: 
The timing. The Impact Strategy and Plan Task will, consider the open access aspect of H2020 
and identify, analyse, and study the different dissemination alternatives (“green” and “gold”) based 
on Sherpa/Romeo (Publisher copyright policies & self-archiving). Moreover, the dissemination 
plan and strategy will also highlight the steps needed to use the Open Access Infrastructure for 
Research in Europe (OpenAIRE). This task will be aligned with the exploitation of the project 
developments to reach a consensus about whether to publish directly or to first seek protection of 
the ZDMP results. A periodic update report will contain the main dissemination activities performed 
across the WP and the definition of a number of KPIs for measuring the impact and efficiency of 
the proposed ZDMP dissemination strategy and plan (based on the already defined Quantification 
of ZDMP Dissemination Activities in of section 2.2.1.4). 

As the dissemination strategy for the base vf-OS project1 was evaluated well (to date), the 
ZDMP strategy has chosen to follow the same approach, receiving the structure to 
describe the strategy/plan/results. In addition, this document forms the report for other 
tasks in the WP as defined in Section 0.7. 

 
1 https://www.vf-os.eu/ 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0.3 Target Audience 

Whilst the target audience of this document is largely internal to the project, since it is a 
planning and results document, the real target audience of this dissemination strategy and 
its individual actions are the wider scientific, industrial, and general community, who can 
be perceived as ZDMP wider stakeholders. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

The deliverable context is as follows: 

• Informing and inspiring researchers and potential users of the ZDMP platform 
regarding the project results  

• Establishing feedback loops and engaging potential software developers, 
manufacturing users, manufacturing providers, and service providers right from the 
beginning of the project 

• Contributing to other projects with the goal of building networks and showing that 
ZDMP results are easy to integrate and useable 

• Sharing the relevance of the developed concepts and convince users to exploit the 
ZDMP platform 

 
Primary Preceding documents: 

• This document is an update to the D13.1a 
 
Primary Dependant documents: 

• None 

0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 

• Section 1: Impact Strategy: Highlights the overall dissemination strategy with 
different phases including the responsibility, metrics, target users, purpose, nature of 
dissemination, etc 

• Section 2: Impact Plan: Identifies different dissemination tools such as journals, 
conferences, workshops, industrial events, collaboration, marketing materials, and 
academic activities. In the plan is elaborated different dissemination actions including 
the responsible partner(s) and the activities status 

• Section 3: Dissemination Results: Summarizes the periodic dissemination results 
in order to being able to compare with the different periods 

• Section 4: Conclusions: Concludes the document including identifying next steps 

• Annexes: 

• Annex A: Document History 

• Annex B: References  

0.6 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it has no element 
which can be considered confidential and deals with public dissemination. 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0.7 Document Dependencies  

This deliverable will be used in conjunction with the following activities of WP13 which 
utilise this document for reporting: 

• T13.2 – Dissemination Materials, Internet, and Intranet thus D13.2.2 

• T13.3 – Impact Activities: Awareness and Outreach and thus D13.3 

• T13.4 – EU Clustering and Outreach and thus D13.4 

• T13.5 – Industrial Advisory Board, Workshops, and Hackathons and thus D13.5 

• T13.6 – Blended Training and Learning and thus D13.6 

• T13.7 – Ambassador Programme for Early Adopters/Lead Users and thus D13.7 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations 

A definition of common terms related to ZDMP, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary. 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

• None 

0.10 Reading Notes 

• None 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary
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1 Impact Strategy 

The ZDMP Impact Strategy is based on information regarding events, interaction 
occasions, conferences, and on the observation of upcoming opportunities that will allow 
the maximum interaction with the different ZDMP stakeholders and target groups. 
Moreover, potential conferences, journals, and other dissemination channels are identified 
to support ZDMP partners with the dissemination activities of the project. The 
dissemination strategy and plan also highlight the steps to use the Open Access 
Infrastructure for Research in Europe2. 

The ZDMP impact strategy and plan define the basis and guidelines for creating a context 
where ZDMP dissemination can be maximised for the benefit of European industry and 
society in general. Task 13.1 is also aligned with the exploitation tasks of “WP12: ZDMP 
Ecosystem Outreach and Cascading Call Management”, with the aim of disseminating the 
project and the sub-calls to promote and exploit the ZDMP platform. 

This document will be morphed to a report on the outcomes of T13.2, T13.3, T13.4, T13.5, 
T13.6, and T13.7 and other updates, focusing on details and results per action. This 
results in five deliverables to be submitted in M3 (D13.1a), M9 (D13.1b), M18 (D13.1c), 
M30 (D13.1d), and M48 (D13.1e). The M3 variant has already been submitted and this 
deliverable is the M9 version. 

This document will remain broadly static in terms of the strategy, thus for example Section 
1 (Impact Strategy) is unlikely to change, but in section 2 (Impact Plan) and 3 (Results) 
changes and additions are described and the outcomes related to the above tasks 
reported in the grids of Section 2.1 and/or the annexes. 

The impact strategy and plan are defined according to:  

• Message: What ZDMP plans to impact? 

• Audience: Who is addressed? 

• Purpose: Why this should happen? 

• Method: How it is implemented? 

• Timing: Schedule of the actions? 

ZDMP addresses the impact activities as follows: 

• Impact for awareness: Make parties aware of the objectives, developments, and 
outcomes of the project itself – ie show that the ZDMP project exists, show what the 
project consortium is doing, and show how they are doing it. This dissemination 
method is helpful for those target audiences that do not require a detailed knowledge 
of the project work 

• Impact for understanding: Dissemination activities directly targeting a given 
(number of) groups and/or audiences. These groups/audiences can usually profit 
from the direct outcomes of the project 

• Impact for action: In this case, the groups/audiences are in position to “influence” 
and “bring about change” within their organisations by making use of the outcomes of 
the project 

In short, ZDMPs Impact is directly connected with dissemination that relies on spreading 
the correct messages and engaging with the targeted audience in an effective way. 

 
2 https://www.openaire.eu/ 
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1.1 Impact Phases 

All collaboration and impact activities must be planned. Regarding the project milestones 
and the expected outcomes, the strategy is based on a three-phase model, which is 
shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Impact phases 

1.1.1 Phase 1: Inform & Inspire 

This phase concentrates on communicating the project’s objectives, concepts, and 
specifications as well as its research findings and implementation results. This phase 
extends across the entire period of the project. Furthermore, the participants (eg early 
adopters, technology personnel, etc) must be taken on board and inspired. To achieve 
these goals, communication channels such as the project website, press releases, and 
conference contributions are used. In addition, several Social Networks such as Facebook, 
YouTube, and LinkedIn are used to spread information about ZDMP and its results. 

1.1.2 Phase 2: Involve & Contribute 

The second impact phase, starting after the 18th month of the project, aims to engage 
future ZDMP stakeholders and to establish cooperation and collaboration with other 
(EU/research) projects with the help of its first results. Similarly, the project will contribute 
relevant ideas to other activities or projects that may have similarity to ZDMP. These 
activities will continue until the end of the project. The impact efforts will be focused on 
providing use cases, samples, and feedback channels. During this phase, it will also be 
disseminating the sub-calls to promote and exploit the ZDMP platform. 

1.1.3 Phase 3: Share & Convince 

The third phase focuses on sharing and demonstrating ZDMP results and convincing 
manufacturing users and providers, software developers and service providers to evaluate 
and begin to use the ZDMP tools. The “Share and Convince” phase will start in 30th month 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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of the project. The success of this dissemination effort depends on stable results of the 
project. 

1.2 Impact Purpose 

ZDMP will gain and improve the visibility and exposure of project results through impact 
activities, with the publication of public articles and usage of various media platforms to 
provide progressive reports on the project research and development. News related to the 
project will be broadcast to targeted communities to promote the awareness of the project 
success. 

1.2.1 Impact Responsibility 

The overall strategy focuses on putting the above approach into practice across the target 
areas formed from the overlap of the main technologies supporting the project and the 
target audiences that have been identified. The implementation of the strategy is led by the 
WP13 lead (UNIN) and the vice-lead (SAG) with support from ITI. However, the 
dissemination of the ZDMP project is a shared responsibility of the whole consortium. 

1.2.2 Target Audience: Identification and Approach 

Based on the objectives of ZDMP, the target audience of ZDMP dissemination, and the 
approach to reach them is presented in Figure 2: 

Audience Who Aim Approach 

Internal 
Audience 

People who work in 
organisations that are part 
of the ZDMP consortium 
but are not directly involved 
in the execution of the 
project, eg marketing, 
sales, and management 

Create general awareness about 
the objectives of the ZDMP 
project 

Ad-hoc and informal 
meetings; internal 
communication, 
teleconferences 

EC 
Community 

EC officials and EC related 
audiences 

Raise general awareness 
regarding the ZDMP objectives 
and the work performed within 
the project 

EC events, concertation 
meetings, and EC 
oriented media - both 
printed and online 

Scientific / 
Academic 
audience 

Organisations that are 
interested in the ZDMP 
developments and the 
scientific outcomes 

Spread and share scientific 
results and initiate further 
collaboration between scientific / 
academic institutes and 
research centres 

Scientific conferences 
and workshops, clusters, 
and collaboration 
activities. Academic 
oriented media such as 
journals or other 
publications and forums 

Technical 
Audience 

ICT players (software 
developers and service 
providers) who have an 
interest in ZDMP technical 
fields 

Create impact regarding the 
general direction of ZDMP 
technical development. ZDMP 
also aims for the adoption of its 
operating system to facilitate 
marketplace solutions 

Website, social networks, 
developers’ forums, and 
open source communities 

Industrial 
Audience 

Manufacturing companies 
that wish practical 
applicability of ZDMP 
results 

Communicate and promote the 
project results to technology and 
service providers as well as 
business users. The specific 
communities identified are: 

Trade fairs, industrial 
events, and related media 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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Figure 2: Target audience 

1.2.3 Dissemination Material and Tools 

To ensure the maximum impact, ZDMP partners will undertake several important outreach 
activities designed to raise awareness of the project results and gain feedback from the 
wider European research community. These include: 

• Workshops: Four ZDMP workshops will be held in Europe in conjunction with 
international conferences related with ZDMP knowledge domains and with industrial 
booths for project result demonstrators 

• Website: The website continuously updated with project information, focusing on the 
impact activities and the final commercialisation of the ZDMP offering. Project 
concept, platform and technologies, public deliverables, scientific publications, and 
the Open Calls are promoted through the ZDMP website 

• Scientific Open Access Publications: ZDMP will publish its findings through 
academic and international scientific and industrial journals, following the principle of 
open access 

• Dedicated Pages in Social Networks: Together with the official website, additional 
pages/channels in appropriate social networks (Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, etc) 
will be published to increase the viral promotion of the project 

• Press Releases: Several press releases will be published during the project’s 
lifetime disseminated by the various partners in their respective countries. The press 
releases aim to disseminate objectives and results of the project 

• e-Newsletters: A virtual newsletter will be sent every year to interested stakeholders 
at events and on a subscription managed through the ZDMP website. This newsletter 
will report on current trends, significant research results, conferences, and 
thematically related projects 

• Brochures: Brochures and banners for conference and collaboration meetings will 
be created to show the objectives of the project, the advances, and benefits of ZDMP 
research, and the exploitable results generated by ZDMP 

• Information Releases: News related to the ZDMP project will be pushed to (digital) 
newspapers to raise visibility of ZDMP results and benefits 

For each identified dissemination instrument, the goals presented in Figure 3 will be 
achieved. These goals are all described in the contractual commitments of the DOA 
although the partners have changed some of the metrics positively to enhance the 

Manufacturers, Zero Defect 
technology providers, software 
developers, industry 
associations, and 
standardisation bodies 

General 
Audience 

This includes all 
stakeholders who may be 
interested in the project 
activities and results. This 
audience is varied and 
ranges from individuals to 
organisations, and 
ultimately the wider 
public/society 

Raise general awareness about 
the ZDMP project and its 
objectives 

Project website and social 
media/networks 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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commitments described in the DOA. In these situations, an icon saying ‘new’ has been 
added to identify them: 

Figure 3: Dissemination metrics 

In section 2, the dissemination materials and tools are detailed together with their status 
at  M9. 

How Why Actions Target KPI 

Clustering  Joint engagement Meeting attendance and 
common publications - 
specifically, other ZDM 
projects 

• 6 participants from ZDMP in 
every cluster event 

• 15 bilateral with other related 
projects 

• 15 bilateral with other initiatives 

Industrial 
publications  

Publication of the 
solutions being 
developed in ZDMP 

Publication to industrial 
press and magazines 

• > 9 publications accepted 

Industrial and 
scientific 
conferences and 
exhibitions 

Promotion and 
networking 

Attendance and speaking 
slots 

• 15 speaker slots 

• 15 conferences  

• 3 exhibitions 

Workshops - 
General 

Information 
broadcasting and 
networking 

ZDMP hosted industrial 
workshop 

• 4 workshops / 20-50 
participants each 

Workshops – 
Hackathons 

Practical use and 
feedback 

ZDMP hosted hackathons 
including possibility of a 
virtualised one 

• 2 hackathons / 10 participants 
each 

Local 
engagement 
workshops 

Attracting additional 
data providers and 
exploitation 
opportunities 

Workshops in the focus 
geographic ecosystems: 
ES, PT, RO, DE, UK, IT 

• 4-6 focused workshops which 5-
10 participants each 

• 2 leads to new cross-domain 
exploitation 

ZDMP website General information 100 updates and search 
engine optimisation (SEO) 

• 25% yearly growth in website 
traffic  

Scientific open 
access 
publications  

Dissemination of 
innovation  

Publication to journals 
and magazines 

• > 20 publications accepted  

• > 3 papers by each 
academic/research partner  

Social media General information Sharing and liking 
• 4000 likes/shares  

• > 15 comments/shares 

• 500 followers  

• 4000 views  

Press release 

(project news, 
public 
deliverables…) 

Generic 
dissemination 

Impacting the external 
community 

• > 1500 views/ publications/year 

• > 12 publications and blog post 
every quarter 

Dissemination 
materials 
(brochures) 

Regional 
dissemination 

Publication of on-line 
brochures all in major 
languages of the 
consortium 

• 4 different brochures (at the 
beginning and end of the 
project)  

• 2 banners provided to all 
partners 

Newsletters Wide awareness Yearly monthly newsletter • 4 newsletters with > 400 

distributions  

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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1.2.4 Publishing ZDMP results 

ZDMP aims to disseminate and achieve good results, so it intends to use the Open Access 
Research Infrastructure in Europe (OpenAIRE3). OpenAIRE is a network of dedicated 
Open Science experts that promotes and provides Open Science training. 
It includes the concept of publishing results as project results, which therefore supports 
ZDMP’s outreach activity and will enable a more meaningful audience. This information is 
updated over the life of the project. OpenAIRE provides several services that ZDMP can 
use: 

• Explore: The ZDMP project will be created in OpenAIRE Explore to share the results 
with the research community, allowing the dissemination of the developments of the 
project. After the ZDMP project is created on the platform, each partner can add 
publication, research data, software, and other research products as a result of the 
project 

• Provide: This service allows each partner to register their data source with the 
OpenAIRE infrastructure. After registering the partner, they select a repository, which 
can be a literature or data repository depending on the partner type. In OpenAIRE 
there are several repositories, each for a different area, the best option for ZDMP is 
selected to achieve maximum impact on the project 

• Connect: For an individual search, share all search results. This platform allows 
partners to share, link, disseminate, and monitor all researcher publications, data, 
software, and methods in one place 

Another impact strategy for improving dissemination results is to share research results in 
SHERPA open access institutional repositories, which aims to facilitate the rapid and 
efficient dissemination of research worldwide. The submitted publisher’s archiving policies 
follow the RoMEO colours4, considering the characteristics of SHERPA/RoMEO, it will be 
decided which the Green or Gold option for the ZDMP research publications. 

 
3 https://www.openaire.eu/ 
4 http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeoinfo.html 
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2 Impact Plan 

This section details the preliminary and high-level plan of the impact activities that will be 
performed. It also includes a reporting template (see Figure 4) that should be followed by 
every D13.1 series deliverable. It also includes the reporting of any activities in this period 
between M4 and M9 but also any previous periods. 

Name Website 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration When the activity will provide updated results 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries, each on-track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase • Inform and inspire 

• Other options available: 

• Involve and contribute 

• Share and convince 

Type • Website 

• Marketing materials 

• General dissemination 

• Scientific dissemination 

• Workshops 

• Technical events 

• Other 

Purpose • Visibility 

• Quality 

• Adopt 

Audience • General 

• Scientific 

• Industrial 

• Technical 

• Internal 

Planned Date One website article per month per publication schedule 

Responsibility Every month another partner should author an article 

Description/ 
Content 

Every partner can choose a ZDMP related topic that should reflect research challenges, 
use cases or status of the project 

Monitoring • Impact Manager 

• Project Manager 

• User Manager 

Priority 
Level Type of Action Examples 

1=Critical • Precise task in DOA + metric 

• Critical for operating project 

• Website  
• Workshop 

2=Expected • Easy impact 

• Necessary for operating project 
• Academic paper 

• Clustering activities 

• Main flyer 

3=Whenever 
Possible 

• Further iteration of a previous 
critical/expected action 

• More difficult and impacting 

• Loosely mentioned in DOW or normal 
expectation 

• Mid-project flyer 

• Marketing video 
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Figure 4: Reporting template example 

The reporting template is presented in Figure 4 and which is completed for each activity 
presented in section 2.1. The template below shows an illustrative (only) example for a 
website article. 

The top bar of each table has a coloured indicator highlighting the status of each impact 
plan component and inferring as in Figure 5: 

Figure 5: Colour indicator 

Based on the template described in Figure 4, the table in Figure 6 was created, with all the 
impact activities are listed and detailed at a high level. This table highlights the actual 
status of each Task, its priority, which partner is considered the main responsible for 
carrying out the Task, and the nearest month when this Task will have another iteration 
(“Next Iteration”). It also refers to the Main Responsible partner since this should be the 
one in charge of managing the work of the activity in coordination with the other partners, 
according to the efforts that they have allocated in the task. 

  

4=Nice To 
Have 

• Further iteration (or form) of a ‘where 
possible action 

• Not mentioned in DOA but can have 
good impact and is easy to achieve 

• Business card 

• Some multilingual 
pages in website 

5=Very 
Optimistic 

• Idea not mentioned in DOA 

• Idea mentioned but difficult to deliver 
with resources available 

• Marketing gift for 
exhibitions 

 

Results Periodic update of results repeated as necessary 

Value Colour Status 

Not Due ND Not Due 

Not Started NS Not Started (and should have been) 

Ongoing OG Ongoing 

Completed CP 

Completed. Multiple discrete deliverables, each on-track, but not completely 
ended since not all phases are complete. The Mx indicates the phases 
already complete. An example is the website which will have discrete 
iterations M3, M9, etc 

Completed Final CF Completed (Final - action ended) 
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Dissemination Activity Status Task Priority Next Iteration Main Responsible 

Project Identity CF T13.2 1 N/A ICE/UNIN 

PowerPoint Template CF T13.2 1 N/A ICE 

PowerPoint ZDMP Presentation CP Phase M5 T13.2 2 N/A ICE 

Deliverable Document Template CF T13.2 1 N/A ICE 

Website CP Phase M3 T13.2 1 M18 ICE 

Business Card CF T13.2 3 N/A UPV 

Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring OG T13.2 1 M18 ICE 

Social Networks - LinkedIn ND T13.3 2 M18 UNIN 

Social Networks - Facebook ND T13.3 2 M18 UNIN 

Social Networks - YouTube ND T13.3 2 M18 UNIN 

Infographics/Visualisation CP Phase M5 T13.3 2 M18 ICE/ITI 

Marketing Video (Concept) OG T13.2 2 M18 ITI 

Marketing Video (Pilots and Platform) ND T13.2 2 M30 ITI 

Marketing Video (Experiments) ND T13.2 2 M42 ITI 

Printed Media – Flyer  OG T13.2 2 M18 UNIN 

Printed Media – Brochure CP Phase M4 T13.2 2 M18 ITI 

Printed Media – Roll-Up CP Phase M4 T13.2 2 M18 ITI 

Printed Media – Banner CP Phase M9 T13.2 2 N/A ICE 

eNewsletter OG T13.3 2 M18 UNIN 

Press Releases CP Phase M3 T13.3 2 M18 ICE/UNIN 

Collaboration Meetings OG T13.4 1 M18 IKER/UNIN 

Industrial Conferences OG T13.3 2 M18 IKER 

Scientific Conferences OG T13.3 2 M18 UNIN 

Industrial Exhibitions ND T13.3 2 M18 IKER 

Workshops – Scientific  OG T13.5 1 M18 IKER/UNIN 

Workshops – Industrial  ND T13.5 1 M18 IKER/UNIN 

Workshops – Hackathons  NS T13.5 1 M30 ITI 

Standardization OG T13.4 1 M18 DIN 

Advisory Board ND T13.5 1 M18 PROF 

Ambassador Programme ND T13.7 2 M30 SAG 

Blended Training and Learning ND T13.6 1 M18 UNIN 

Promotional eBrochure OG T13.2 2 M18 UNIN 

OpenCall Invitation Card CP Phase M9 T13.2 3 M9 SAG 

Figure 6: Impact Plan 

Figure 7 presents guidance on how much effort each partner should spend in each 
dissemination activity. This calculation was made taking into consideration ZDMP WP13 
partner man-months as presented in the DOA. During the project, these figures will be 
readjusted if needed, but no major changes to overall responsibilities are predicted to 
occur. 
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Figure 7: Partner Effort Allocation 

2.1 Actions and Status 

In this section, all dissemination activities are listed in the grids below including their 
status, the responsible partner, and their results in current reporting month. 

As mentioned in Section 1, this document framework will be used to report all activities of 
T13.2, T13.3, T13.4, T13.5, T13.6, and T13.7 on an ongoing basis. To do this, each grid 
has a subsection marked “Delivery to date” where regular periodic (where relevant) 
updates will be given (if applicable), so fulfilling the reporting conditions. For more 
complex/larger outcomes there may be pointers to the annex or to external resources. For 
some of these external resources, which are only available on the ZDMP internal 
information systems, reviewers will be granted specific access once requested. In Figure 
8, the icons used to describe the status of each activity for the different reporting periods 
are described. 

Figure 8: Dissemination activities status 

The grid overleaf (Figure 9) in shows the matrix between the stated dissemination 
activities, their status, and if there are either plan changes or outcome updates which have 

Graphics Identification 

 

Plan is revised 

 

Outcomes are updated 

 
Work is completed 

 

Outcome is not completed (and should have been) 

 

Work is ongoing but no outcomes reported yet 
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thus been updated in the detailed grids. The next sub-section details these dissemination 
activities. 

Dissemination Activity Status Task 
Next 

Iteration M
3

 

M
9

 

M
1
8

 

M
3
0

 

M
3
6

 

M
4
2

 

M
8
4

 

Project Identity CF T13.2 N/A 
 

            

PowerPoint Template CF T13.2 N/A 
 

            

PowerPoint ZDMP Template CP Phase M5 T13.2 M18        

Deliverable Document Template CF T13.2 N/A 
 

      

Website CP Phase M3 T13.2 M9 
            

Business Card CF T13.2 N/A 
 

            

Website Traffic Growth & 
Monitoring 

OG T13.2 M9 

  

          

Social Networks - LinkedIn ND T13.3 M9 
  

          

Social Networks - Facebook ND T13.3 M9 
  

          

Social Networks - YouTube ND T13.3 M9 
  

          

Infographics/Visualisation CP Phase M5 T13.3 M18 
 

            

Marketing Video (Concept) OG T13.2 M18   

          

Marketing Video (Pilots and 
Platform) 

ND T13.2 M30 

             

Marketing Video (Experiments) ND T13.2 M42              

Printed Media – Flyer  CP Phase M9 T13.2 N/A        

Printed Media – Brochure CP Phase M4 T13.2 M18             

Printed Media – Roll-Up CP Phase M4 T13.2 M18              

Printed Media – Banner CP Phase M9 T13.2 N/A   

          

eNewsletter OG T13.3 M18  
 

          

Press Releases CP Phase M3 T13.3 M18             

Collaboration Meetings OG T13.4 M18   

          

Industrial Conferences OG T13.3 M18   

          

Scientific Conferences OG T13.3 M18   

          

Industrial Exhibitions OG T13.3 M18  
 

          

Workshops – Scientific  OG T13.5 M18   

          

Workshops – Industrial  ND T13.5 M18              

Workshops – Hackathons  NS T13.5 M30              

Standardization OG T13.4 M18   

          

Advisory Board ND T13.5 M18              

Ambassador Programme ND T13.7 M30              

Blended Training and Learning ND T13.6 M18              

Promotional eBrochure OG T13.2 M18        

OpenCall Invitation Card CP Phase M9 T13.2 M9        

Figure 9: Dissemination Activities Status 
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2.1.1 Project Identity 

  

Name Project Identity CF 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Internal 

Planned Date Ready to use in all dissemination channels 

Responsibility UNIN/ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

The logo is the main tool to create direct visual recognition of ZDMP 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 The logo is the main tool to create direct visual recognition of ZDMP. Therefore, the 
logo is simple and easy to recognize. The ZDMP logo is as per the graphic below and 
variants are available to project partners on the internal ownCloud repository, including 
different sizes and continuous/transparent background version, as presented in Figure 
10. 

 

 

Figure 10: ZDMP logo 
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2.1.2 PowerPoint Template 

  

Name PowerPoint Template CF 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility, Quality 

Audience General 

Planned Date Ready to use before first plenary meeting 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

A PowerPoint template with which the consortium can easily create ZDMP 
presentations 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 It is mandatory to make use of the ZDMP PowerPoint template for external 
presentations regarding ZDMP. It is available to project partners on the internal 
ownCloud repository and follows the structure presented in Figure 11. Similarly, for the 
ZDMP Word document, it is necessary to follow the template and the instructions for 
use. 

 

 

Figure 11: PowerPoint template 
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2.1.3 PowerPoint ZDMP Presentation 

Name PowerPoint ZDMP Presentation CP M5 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed (although upgrades may be made) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility, Quality 

Audience General 

Planned Date Ready to use by the partners to disseminate ZDMP 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

A PowerPoint ZDMP presentation slides prepared with project information to support, 
facilitate, and harmonize the disseminate presentations of the different partners 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q1 The PowerPoint ZDMP presentation intended to support each partner to prepare their 
presentation to disseminate the project. It is available to project partners on the internal 
ownCloud repository and follows the structure presented in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: PowerPoint ZDMP Presentation 

2019-Q2/Q3 Various tweaks based on feedback and several additional slides were added to the 
slide deck 
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2.1.4 Deliverable Document Template 

  

Name Deliverable Document Template CF 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed (although upgrades may be made) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility, Quality 

Audience General 

Planned Date N/A 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

A Word document with which the consortium can easily create ZDMP deliverables 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 It is mandatory to make use of the ZDMP Word document template for writing ZDMP 
deliverables. It is available to project partners on the internal ownCloud repository and 
follows the structure presented in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13: Word Template 
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2.1.5 Website 

 
5 https://www.crema-project.eu/ 
6 http://c2net-project.eu/ 
7 https://www.vf-os.eu/ 

Name Website CP M3 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M10 

Status Completed (Update) (it will have several iterations to update the site with the new 
results) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Website 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date N/A 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

The ZDMP website is designed to be a place to turn to for key information about the 
project and about its latest developments. The website contains information about the 
project objectives, expected outputs, pilots description and results, publications, 
events, etc. It is used to disseminate news, events, and achievements. Currently, the 
website lists: 

• Concept: ZDMP concept explanation highlighting its main added value, and a 
description of the project 

• Platform: A view on the combination of the different ZDMP components and 
workpackages to describe the platform 

• Technologies: Description the technology used in the development of the 
ZDMP Apps, this technology is provided by different areas, such CREMA5, 
C2NET6, and vf-OS7 

• Calls: To dissemination about the open call and explain how it works. 

• Partners: A presentation of partners’ logos 

• Use Cases: ZDMP has 4 pilots with 13 use cases and wants to provide public 
access to ensure validation through an agile approach 

• Links: links to other projects and solutions that are related with the project 

• Contact: to give the possibility to all people to give suggestions and make 
questions about the project 

• Publications: List of all the publications made during the project 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 A sample of the ZDMP website (www.zdmp.eu) is presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: ZDMP website 
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2.1.6 Business Card 

  

Name Business Card CF 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date N/A 

Responsibility UPV / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

The business card is a professional card through which ZDMP can disseminate in a 
specific target group 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 3=Whenever Possible 

2019-Q1 The ZDMP business card is available for all partners to distribute to their contacts, 
enabling the dissemination of the project, enabling communication, and aiming to 
inform the most possible persons about its importance and inspire people to use the 
developed platform and tools 

 

 

Figure 15: ZDMP Business Card (Front/Back) 
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2.1.7 Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring 

 
8 https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/analytics/ 

Name Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring OG 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing (it will have several iterations along the project to monitor the website traffic) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Website  

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Throughout whole project lifespan. Measure data from M1 to M9, M10 to M18, M19 to 
M30, and M31 to M48 will be reported in D13.1bcde respectively 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

Google Analytics8 is used to measure the traffic on the ZDMP website 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q2/Q3 The website has been up and running since the first month of the project. Figure 16 
shows various graphs used to monitor website traffic. These graphs show the total 
quantity of views, and for each country are the views. 
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Figure 16: ZDMP Website Traffic Monitor 
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2.1.8 Social Networks – LinkedIn  

  

 
9 https://www.linkedin.com/company/zdmp-zero-defect-manufacturing-platform/ 

Name Social Networks – LinkedIn  ND 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Throughout whole project lifespan. Measure data from M1 to M9, M10 to M18, M19 to 
M30, and M31 to M48 will be reported in D13.1bcde respectively 

Responsibility UNIN / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

LinkedIn is a professional network through which ZDMP can address specific target 
groups. The ZDMP LinkedIn channel targeted to professional networking and to create 
a sustainable ZDMP network in which the status of the project but also project 
outcomes can be shared 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 In Figure 17, there are examples of events where ZDMP was present and which were 
published on linked-in to publicize the project. Among those events: the Lisbon ZDMP 
Plenary Meeting, presentations in the I-VLab General Meeting, CONTROL fair, 
Hanover fair for industry 2019, and so on. 
 

  

  

Figure 17: ZDMP LinkedIn9 
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2.1.9 Social Networks – Facebook 

  

 
10 https://www.facebook.com/ZDMP-Zero-Defects-Manufacturing-Platform-2139698843026762/ 

Name Social Networks – Facebook ND 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Throughout whole project lifespan. Measure data from M1 to M9, M10 to M18, M19 to 
M30, and M31 to M48 will be reported in D13.1bcde respectively 

Responsibility UNIN / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

Facebook is a social network in which ZDMP can create a network of ‘friends’ to 
syndicate content to. The ZDMP Facebook page is publicly available 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 In Figure 18, there are examples of (further) events where the ZDMP project was 
present and published these to publicize the project. Among those events: the Calpe 
ZDMP Plenary Meeting, presentations in the I-VLab General Meeting, CONTROL fair, 
and so on. 
 

  

  

Figure 18: ZDMP Facebook10 
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2.1.10 Social Networks – YouTube 

  

 
11 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCowh6hKjIjYfwxX3Rop0zPQ 

Name Social Networks – YouTube ND 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Not Due  

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Throughout whole project lifespan. Measure data from M1 to M9, M10 to M18, M19 to 
M30, and M31 to M48 will be reported in D13.1bcde respectively 

Responsibility UNIN / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

YouTube11 is a social video-sharing network in which ZDMP can create a network of 
‘friends’ to syndicate video content to, ie sharing videos with the ZDMP content. The 
ZDMP YouTube page is publicly available. The videos that will be produced to be 
available on YouTube are described in section 2.1.12 and section 2.1.13 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Without activity during the second and third quarter (Q2/Q3) periods, waiting for the 
first ZDMP video release. In M10, the first movie will be upload to the YouTube 
account, to start the dissemination, this movie is about the project concept. 
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2.1.11 Infographics/Visualisation 

Name Infographics/Visualisation CF 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Completed (in M18 it will be a review to verify if it is needed to perform changes) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Infographics/Visualisation is ready to be used by all partners since M4 

Responsibility ITI/ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

Infographics will be used to disseminate ZDMP information, data, or knowledge 
through visual representations. With the use of infographics it will be possible to 
demonstrate the state of the dissemination (quantity of papers, journals, etc, quantity 
per year of views in the social networks, etc), apps that where developed during the 
project, use cases being developed against the ones that are in validation, etc. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager, Technical Manager and User Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q1 The first version of the ZDMP Infographics are presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: ZDMP Infographics/Visualization 

➢ 4 Years

➢ 19M€ Cost

➢ 16.5M€ Funding 

➢ 3.2M€ For Calls – Start 2021-March

➢ 30 Partners + 1 Linked Third Party
➢ 4 Domain and 1 Cross Domain demonstrator

➢ DT-ICT-07-2018-2019

➢ www.zdmp.eu

➢ info@zdmp.eu

➢ PM: stuart.campbell@informationcatalyst.com
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2.1.12 Marketing Video (Concept) 

  

Name Marketing Video (Concept) OG 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M18 

Status On Going, it will be ready at M10 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Marketing video of the ZDMP concept is planned to be ready at M12 

Responsibility ITI 

Description/ 
Content 

For dissemination of ZDMP to a wide and generic audience, and to be used in events, 
a video will be created that illustrates an insight of the aims, objectives, challenges, 
and stakeholders of the project. The goal is to highlight concept and features of the 
platform that are easily understood by the general audience. The placement of the 
video will be on YouTube and will be distributed by the official ZDMP website, 
eNewsletter, and social networks. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 The marketing video is in production and expected to be ready at M10. Figure 20 
shows some examples of the video story being designed for the video. 
 

 
Figure 20: ZDMP Marketing Video Story. 
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2.1.13 Marketing Video (Pilots & Platform) 

  

Name Marketing Video (Pilots and Platform) ND 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M30 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date Marketing video of the ZDMP pilots and platform is planned to be ready at M30 

Responsibility ITI and Pilots Users 

Description/ 
Content 

For dissemination of ZDMP to a technology and user audience, and for use in events, 
a video will be created that gives an insight to the aims, objectives, challenges, and 
stakeholders of each pilot. The goal is to highlight the obtained results of the platform 
and results in each pilot that are easily understood by technical and user audience. 
One video for each pilot (the project includes four pilots) and one or two movies to 
describe the ZDMP platform and results will be produced. The placement of the video 
will be on YouTube and will be distributed by the official ZDMP website, eNewsletter, 
and social networks. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Not available yet 
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2.1.14 Marketing Video (Experiments) 

  

Name Marketing Video (Experiments) ND 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M42 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date Marketing video of the ZDMP experiments is planned to be ready at M42 

Responsibility ITI and sub-calls experiments 

Description/ 
Content 

For dissemination of ZDMP to a technology and user audience, and for use in events, 
a video will be created with the best experiments resulted of the ZDMP sub-calls. The 
goal is to highlight the obtained results of the platform and results of the sub-calls 
experiments and results in best experiments that are easily understood by technical 
and user audience. The placement of the video will be on YouTube and will be 
distributed by the official ZDMP website, eNewsletter, and social networks. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Not available yet 
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2.1.15 Printed Media – Flyer 

 

  

Name Printed Media – Flyer OG 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date The flyer is planned to be ready for dissemination at M10 

Responsibility UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

A flyer will be published to show objectives, advances, benefits, and exploitable results 
generated by the project activities, adapted to different and various target groups. This 
flyer contains more business-oriented information about ZDMP, and description of the 
ZDMP pilots. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Not available yet 
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2.1.16 Printed Media – Brochure 

  

Name Printed Media – Brochure CP M9 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M18 (in M18 there will be a review to verify if changes are needed) 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date The brochure is ready for dissemination since M4. A second version of the brochure 
was ready for dissemination since M9. 

Responsibility ITI/SAG 

Description/ 
Content 

ZDMP will develop project brochure (‘tri-folds’) as a form of project dissemination 
intended for wide distribution. The ZDMP Brochure will communicate the project’s main 
message, main research objectives, context, contact details and project partners. The 
brochure will be dissemination material used as the point-of-entry to capture the 
interest of the audience. The distribution will be handed out to the interested audience 
through different events. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 A version of the brochure with white background has been produced, see Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: White and black version of the brochure 
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2.1.17 Printed Media –Roll-Up 

  

Name Printed Media – Roll-Up CP M3 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Completed (in M18 there will be a review to verify if changes are needed) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date The roll-up is ready for dissemination since M4 

Responsibility ITI 

Description/ 
Content 

For public events, a generic roll-up will be developed of standard dimensions 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q1 A first version of the roll-up is presented in Figure 22, the aim of this dissemination 
material is to demonstrate the concept of the project 

 

 
Figure 22: ZDMP Poster/Roll-Up 
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2.1.18 Printed Media – Banner 

  

Name Printed Media – Banner  CP M9 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date The banner was ready in M9 

Responsibility ICE/UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

This banner should support ZDMP presence in events and create interest with the 
audience to approach to the stand and discuss the project directly with one of the 
ZDMP partners. The banner is a large size (6m per 1,1m) to make it visible in big 
spaces. It will have the logo, name, and website to announce for new people to know 
the project. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 A first version of the banner is presented in Figure 23, the aim of this dissemination 
material is to demonstrate the concept of the project 

 

 
Figure 23: ZDMP Banner 
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2.1.19 eNewsletter 

  

Name eNewsletter OG 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Once a year with contributions from all partners 

Responsibility UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

A virtual newsletter (eNewsletter) will be sent once a year to interested stakeholders on 
a subscription basis, managed through the ZDMP website 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q2/Q3 Not available yet 
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2.1.20 Press Releases 

Name Press Releases CP M3 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date At least three per year, with contributions from all partners 

Responsibility ICE/UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

The ZDMP consortium will publish several press releases during the project’s lifetime. 
Press releases may take the form of traditional ones as well as digital press releases 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q1 A first press release was in the process of submission by different partners in several 
online press website (including UPV, ICE, ASC, SAG, SOFT, ROOT, TAU, PROF, and 
FIDIA). In this first version, the project was presented to the public, describing the 
project and its objectives. A generic release was created by ICE/UNIN and then each 
partner could modify some texts, and the language, for their own environment.  

  

 
2019-Q2/3 In Spain, UPV exceptionally performed multiple press releases, divided between the 

different Spanish journals and also a Radio Interview with Raul Poler – UPVs main 
contact point. Th article summary is also given below, and the full articles are available 
on request from the ZDMP PM. The radio interview was with SER radio which in 2018 
was the absolute leader of the radio in Spain with 4,139,000 listeners. 
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Figure 24: ZDMP Press Release examples 

2019-Q2/3 Another example was from partner ICE who got published in the South Cheshire 
Business Magazine: 
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2.1.21 Collaboration Meetings 

 
12 https://www.efactory-project.eu/ 
13 https://qu4lity-project.eu/ 

Name Collaboration Meetings OG 

Task T13.4 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve and Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience EC, Technical, and Industrial 

Planned Date As a result of the two workshops with the eFactory12 and QU4LITY13 EU projects (see 
below description), a deliverable identifies the preliminary ZDMP clustering (4DMP 
cluster) plan (Informal Deliverable DX1) and actions have been prepared. For the next 
period from M10 (Oct 19) to M18 (Jun 20), the following list of actions is planned: 

• 25-Sep-2019: Collaborative workshop with eFactory and QU4ALiTY to be held in 
Cernobbio (Italy) within the World Manufacturing Forum (WMF) conference 

• 19-Nov-2019: Joint participation in the event “Boosting Innovation through 
standards - Your gateway to the market” to be held in Brussels 

• Dec 2019: Collaboration teams of each cluster project established 
• Dec-2019: Contact funded DT-ICT-07-2018-2019-4 EU Projects to engage them in 

the 4DMP cluster 
• Dec 2019: Joint workshop on Market Analysis and Business Models 
• Dec-2019: CEN Workshop on Digital Manufacturing established 
• Dec 2019: Quality Assurance Cooperation Plan prepared 
• Jun 2020: Possible gaps in the used standards identified 
• Dec 2020: 1 journal paper + 2 conference papers jointly prepared and presented 

Responsibility IKER/UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

The project plans to adopt a high profile in the European FOF Program. In this activity, 
the members of the consortium will liaise with related DMP and ZDM EU projects, to 
ensure a higher scientific and technological impact of ZDMP findings and to foster 
exploration of synergies to safeguard sustainability of the work done within the project.  

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 During this period, ZDMP has already started the collaboration with the eFactory and 
QU4LITY EU projects. Apart several contacts via emails and Telcos, the list of joint 
activities carried out is as follows: 

• Jan-2019: First collaboration meeting between ZDMP and eFactory. 

• 14-May-2019: A minor action was the participation of ZDMP in the Cluster Webinar 
organised by the Connected Factories EU project. Several DMP related EU 
projects such as COMPOSITION, NIMBLE, vf-OS, DIGICOR, e-Factory and 
QU4LITY presented their respective projects aims and status jointly with ZDMP. 

• 23-May-2019: Small workshop with e-Factory and QU4ALITY held inside the FoF 
Community Day held in Brussels where in which the main possible ideas for 
collaboration were discussed 

• 5-June-2019: Specific workshop held in London with e-Factory within a wider 
technical workshop organised with the vf-OS project. The main objective was to 
define the preliminary action plan for the establishment of the 4DMP cluster with 
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the objective of fostering the collaboration between the “DT-ICT-07-2018-2019: 
Digital Manufacturing Platforms for Connected Smart Factories” and other DMP 
related projects. As a result of it, a list of the relevant cooperation topics for the 
cluster projects, detail actions related to those topics, including their priorities, 
responsibilities, and outcomes as well as a timeline for the foreseen actions was 
prepared. All these findings have been collected into an additional deliverable. 

• In conjunction with the World Manufacturing Forum 
(https://www.worldmanufacturingforum.org/) in 2019-09, ZDMP/eFactory/Qu4lity 
met on the side lines.  See below. 

• 30-Sep-2019: Joint ZDMP, eFactory and QU4LITY poster prepared 

• 30-Sep-2019: Joint ZDMP, eFactory and QU4LITY brochure prepared 

• 30-Sep-2019: List of common standards to be used in the projects prepared 

• 30-Sep-2019: List of relevant journals and conferences for collaboration prepared 

• 30-Sep-2019: List of collaboration topics and sub-teams (from cluster’s projects) 
working on those topics prepared 

 
WMF Meeting: 
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2.1.22 Industrial Conferences 

  

Name Industrial Conferences OG 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Scientific/Industrial/Business Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date The next planned action will be the participation slot that ZDMP will have in the ZDM 
(Zero Defects Manufacturing) full day event that will take place the 24th October 2019 
in Brussels. ZDMP with other European projects will present the perspectives & 
expectancies of the new DT ICT 07 projects have. 

Responsibility IKER 

Description/ 
Content 

The presentation of project results in national and international events such as 
industrial conferences, trade fairs, and workshops is an important dissemination activity 
(such as EFFRA, Hannover Messe 2020, Smart Production Solutions, Mobile World 
Congress, …), providing an opportunity to present ZDMP results and engage with 
different communities, both technological and industries. 

A precise plan will be updated in M18 after further discussions between partners. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Until M9, a preliminary list of related International conferences and events has been 
prepared remaining their prioritisation and plan definition. 
As an outstanding action in the period, ZDMP has been present in a specific slot 
corresponding to the FoF Community Day event held in Brussels (22-23 May – M5). 
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2.1.23 Scientific Conferences 

  

 
14 https://events.tuni.fi/icps2020/ 

Name Scientific conferences OG 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Scientific Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date ZDMP plan to participate in scientific conferences starting from M9, when it starts to 
have contents to disseminate 

Responsibility UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

The presentation of research findings in national and international events such as 
scientific conferences and summer school is an important dissemination activity, 
providing an opportunity to present ZDMP results and engage with various 
communities. 

A precise plan will be updated in M18 after further discussions between partners and 
describing how to use the OpenAIRE to support the dissemination plan. The open 
access aspects of H2020 are being identified, analysed, and studied based on 
Sherpa/Romeo to be included in the next update version of this deliverable. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 In this deliverable, a first approach on how to use the OpenAIRE is described. In future 
deliverables, the description will be improved and a manual on how to use it will be 
made. Conferences as ICE, I-ESA, and ICPS14. 
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2.1.24 Industrial Exhibitions 

  

Name Industrial Exhibitions OG 

Task T13.3 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Technical Event 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date Until M18 participation in 3 industrial exhibitions as planned 

Responsibility SAG 

Description/ 
Content 

The presentation of project results in national and international industrial exhibitions is 
an important dissemination activity (such as Hannover Messe 2020, trade fairs, 
workshops, …), providing an opportunity to present ZDMP results and engage with 
different communities, academic and industries. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 Next year, ZDMP intended to go to several industrial exhibitions to disseminate our 
work, some of the exhibitions fairs that pretends to be presented are: 

• Hannover Messe – Germany, Hannover, https://www.hannovermesse.de 

• Industrial Transformation ASIA-PACIFIC, a HANNOVER MESSE event – 
Singapore, https://www.industrial-transformation.com/ 

• CIONET – Belgium, Brussels, https://www.cionet.com/cionet-belgium 

• Internet of Manufacturing – United Kingdom, Farnborough, https://iom-
uk.internetofbusiness.com/ 

• Fabrikkonferenz - Austria, Vienna, https://fabrikkonferenz.at/ 

• Industry of Things World – Germany, Berlin, 
https://www.industryofthingsworld.com/ 

• Antwerp Expo - Belgium, Antwerp, https://www.easyfairs.com/transport-logistics-
antwerp-2019/transport-logistics-antwerp-2019/ 

• ICT 2020 

• Smart Productions Solutions 2020 – Germany, Nuremberg, 
https://10times.com/sps-ipc-drives 
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2.1.25 Workshop – Scientific 

  

 
15 https://iesa2020.enit.fr/ 
16 http://www.ice-conference.org/Conference/History.aspx 
17 https://www.ieee-is.org/news/next-ieee-conference-on-intelligent-systems/ 
18 http://www.ice-conference.org/ 

Name Workshop Scientific OG 

Task T13.5 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Share and Convince 

Type Workshop 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Until M18 participation in 2 scientific workshops are planned 

Responsibility IKER/UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

ZDMP will organise one scientific oriented workshop per year. To reach a broad but 
also specialised group of participants, the aim is to couple the workshop to an existing 
and well-known big conference, dealing with ZDMP relevant issues. The workshop will 
provide ½ to 1-day presentations and promote the project concepts and results. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q2/Q3 The ZDMP will submit papers and prepare workshops in one or more of these 
conferences: into I-ESA15, ICE16 and IS17. 

In addition: 

• Multiple partners from ZDMP participated and presented at the EFFRA 
ConnectedFactories Event, held on 22 May 2019 in Brussels 

• In June, ZDMP cooperate in a workshop in ICE conference18 with the 
participation of different projects related with Digital Manufacturing Platform, 
presenting the ZDMP project in the workshop 
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2.1.26 Workshop – Industrial 

  

Name Workshop – Industrial  ND 

Task T13.5 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Share and Convince 

Type Workshop 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date Until end of the project, four industrial workshops were agreed 

Responsibility IKER/UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

M22 (Oct 2020), M30 (Jun 2021), M38 (Feb 2022), M46 (Oct 2022) have been agreed 
as tentative target dates for the 4 Industrial workshops to be organised in each of the 
pilot countries. 
One industrial workshop will be organised in the pilot countries to maximise the 
capability of ZDMP deployment, starting the second year of the project. The aim is to 
increase the exposure of developers and to convince industries to adopt ZDMP. 

Monitoring Impact Manager, Technical Manager, and User Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 Not available yet 
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2.1.27 Workshop – Hackathons 

Name Workshop – Hackathons NS 

Task T13.5 

Next Iteration M30 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Share and Convince 

Type Workshop 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Until M30 it is planned to start the preparation of the hackathons 

Responsibility ITI 

Description/ 
Content 

ZDMP will organise several hackathons whose aim is to reach a broad audience that is 
able to validate the platform and, at the same time, to spread ZDMP results and 
promote its adoption in the several domains, where the participants may already take 
action. This will take place starting from M30 

Monitoring Impact Manager, and Technical Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q1 Not available yet 
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2.1.28 Standardization 

  

 
19 https://www.austrian-standards.at/en/home/ 

Name Standardization OG 

Task T13.4 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve and Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Until M18 it is planned to start preparing standards activity within the project and with 
the collaborative projects. This is more-fully reported in D4.6 

Responsibility DIN 

Description/ 
Content 

The results of the project will be analysed for their potential to be transposed into 
standardization documents or used as input into already existing standardisation 
activities at EU and international level. If the identified standardisation needs offer the 
opportunity, it is envisaged to initiate a process for the development of a 
standardisation document. This possibility will be discussed with the projects 
collaboration, with the aim of achieving more results. At the same time, collaborative 
standards to be developed along the project’s lifetime will be discussed with the cluster 
project; this will happen in next collaborative meeting. 

Monitoring Impact Manager and Technical Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 A standardisation workshop has been conducted on the 2nd ZDMP plenary meeting 
(M4) to identify standardisation gaps and to collect ideas and needs for standards. This 
workshop brought good results for the project, which are being processed to identify 
the next step for the ZDMP standardisation. At a clustering meeting between the 
projects ZDMP and eFactory possible common standardisation gaps were discussed. 
Through the participation of ASI19, which is the Austrian standards body and a project 
partner of eFactory, joint standardisation activities between ZDMP and eFactory will be 
conducted in a close collaboration between DIN and ASI. In D4.6a "Standardisation 
Plan", recommended actions are defined which aim to achieve the creation of 1 CWA, 
up to hopefully 3 CWAs. 
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2.1.29 Advisory Board 

  

Name Advisory Board ND 

Task T13.5 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve & Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience EC, Industrial 

Planned Date Until M18 it is planned to schedule the first advisory board meeting 

Responsibility PROF 

Description/ 
Content 

The advisory board will include several neutral external parties to advise and nurture 
the project and specially to facilitate exploitation. Advisory Board meetings will be held 
in conjunction with plenaries/reviews/workshops at a rate of at least once per year. 

Monitoring Impact Manager, Project Manager, Technical Manager, and User Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q2/Q3 During this period new members for the Advisory Board were selected, the selected 
board are: Maria-Jose Nunez (AIDIMME), Ulrich Ahle (FIWARE), Arnd Schirrmann 
(Airbus Corporate Research) and Carlos E Seaton-Moore (Consultant). In the following 
period the Advisory Board will be invited to join a meeting to discuss the project and 
give ideas. 
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2.1.30 Ambassador Programme 

  

Name Ambassador Programme ND 

Task T13.7 

Next Iteration M30 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve & Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Technical and Industrial 

Planned Date Until M30 it is planned to schedule a meeting with the ambassadors 

Responsibility SAG 

Description/ 
Content 

The aim of the ambassador programme is to have ambassadors, who can promote the 
ZDMP concept to their cohorts of contacts and so create a leverage effect, to 
disseminate the project and its results 

Monitoring Impact Manager, Project Manager, Technical Manager, and User Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q1 Not available yet 
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2.1.31 Blended Training and Learning 

  

 
20 https://moodle.org/ 

Name Blended Training and Learning ND 

Task T13.6 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Not Started 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve & Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Until M18 it will be defined the quantity and name of the courses 

Responsibility UNIN 

Description/ 
Content 

The objective is to organise and deliver training and learning activities to transfer the 
project results and usability to academia, researchers, large enterprises and, notably, 
SMEs. A training delivery will be implemented through a blended approach including 
in-room and web-based eLearning with the support of MOODLE20, using a pattern of 
constructed knowledge about the tools and platform, where the user can start with no 
prior knowledge and escalate it to achieve an effective and proficient professional use. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

2019-Q2/Q3 Not available yet 
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2.1.32 Promotional eBrochure 

Name Promotional eBrochure ON 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M18 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve & Contribute 

Type Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date Until M18 it is planned to prepare content for the promotional eBrochure 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

Promotional eBrochures are presentation folders embedding a small LCD screen a 
USB compatible memory card, and typically a few buttons, and a speaker. The intent is 
to promote the ZDMP project with the support of the eBrochures, showing the 
advantages of using ZDMP platform, and the pilots that will be developed. 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 The eBrochure prototype is represented in Figure 25, it is prepared to have four 
different videos, which will be updated whenever the videos are ready. At first will have 
the ZDMP concept video, then the platform and the pilots will be added. The advantage 
of eBrochure is that it is small and can be taken to workshops, exhibitions, and 
conferences, supporting the explanation of the project concept and what is being done 
through the images shown and the demonstration videos. 
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Figure 25: ZDMP eBrochure Prototype 
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2.1.34 Printed Media – Open Call Invitation Card 

Note work item has been added since D13.1.a 

Name Printed Media – Open Call Invitation Card CF M9 

Task T13.2 

Next Iteration M24 

Status Completed (in M24 it will be a revision) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Material 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Planned Date The Open Call Invitation Card is ready since M9 

Responsibility SAG 

Description/ 
Content 

ZDMP will develop Open Call Invitation Card as a form of open call dissemination 
intended for wide distribution. The ZDMP Open Call Invitation Card will communicate 
the project’s main message, open call objectives, funding, dates, and contact details. 
The card will be dissemination material used as the point-of-entry to capture the 
interest of the audience and importantly their details! The distribution will be handed 
out to the interested audience through different events and they can register their 
information at a stand (if applicable) or the ZDMP Website 

Monitoring Impact Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

2019-Q2/Q3 An Open Call Invitation Card was design, see Figure 21. 

 

Figure 26: OpenCall Invitation Card. 
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3 Dissemination Results 

In this chapter, the results obtained in the different report periods (M3, M9, M18, M24, M36, 
M42, and M48) are summarized, to verify the differences that occurred between the different 
periods. In this way, it is possible to verify if the dissemination is being performed well and 
is obtaining the desired results. For each activity that is active in the different periods, an 
update will be made of its state, showing for each period its evolution and identifying if the 
dissemination is going as planned, this is presented in Figure 27. 

Key: 

 Implies a change 
 Implies(largely) completed 
 Ongoing 

Dissemination Activity Type M3 M9 M18 M30 M36 M42 M48 DOA 
Metric 

Project Identity  
 

-      - 

PowerPoint Template  
  

     - 

PowerPoint ZDMP 
Presentation 

 
  

     - 

Deliverable Document 
Template 

 
  

     - 

Website Website 
  

     - 

Business Card Material 
 

      - 

Website Traffic Growth & 
Monitoring 

Views 0 1425      25% 
growth 

Social Networks - LinkedIn Connection 100 114      400 

Views 218 341      4000 

Social Networks - Facebook Likes 128 134      400 

Views 367 769      4000 

Social Networks - YouTube Views 0 0      500 

Infographics/Visualisation  
  

     - 

Marketing Video (Concept) Video  
 

     1 

Marketing Video (Pilots & 
Platform) 

Video        4 

Marketing Video 
(Experiments) 

Video        5 

Printed Media – Flyer          4 

Printed Media – Brochure  1       4 

Printed Media – Roll-Up  1       2 

Printed Media – Banner   1      2 

eNewsletter         4 

Press Releases Releases 9 2      > 12 

Collaboration Meetings   2      15 

Industrial Conferences         
15 

Scientific Conferences         

Industrial Exhibitions   1      3 

Workshops – Scientific    2      4-6 

Workshops – Industrial          

Workshops – Hackathons          2 
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Figure 27: ZDMP Dissemination Results Summary 

Standardization   
 

     - 

Ambassador Programme         - 

Blended Training & Learning         - 

Promotional eBrochure   
 

     1 

OpenCall Invitation Card   1      2 
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4 Conclusions 

This is the second deliverable of the D13.1 series updating previous D13.1a with activity 
during M4 until M9. It follows the same structure of D13.1a, updating the activities that are 
active, and preparing the activities’ objectives for the next period from M19 to M30.  

The purpose of this document is to produce and distribute the dissemination strategy and 
concrete actions needed to fulfil this strategy, in terms of a plan. Furthermore, it serves as 
a stem for reporting and measurement of all ZDMP dissemination activities. 

All dissemination activities are presented in a framework created to identify responsibilities 
and outcomes and to monitor them and their impact. 

This document series will report the activities of T13.2, T13.3, T13.4, T13.5, T13.6, and 
T13.7 with reporting editions at M3, M9, M18, M24, M36, M42, and M48. In these updated 
deliverables section 1 (Impact Strategy) is unlikely to change and in tis iteration did not. In 
Section 2 (Dissemination Plan) changes and additions will be described and reported. 
Section 3 will continue to summarize the metric obtained in each of the described periods.  

At this stage, ZDMP believes it has obtained good results in the dissemination activities, 
eg the social networks metrics, a mega banner, subcall postcard, clustering particularly 
with eFactory etc. Due to these good results the project has also taken the steps to 
positively upgrade the metrics that were defined in the DOA.  

Using this as a foundation, the ideas and results of the project will be effectively 
disseminated to inspire and bring positive attention for the project and attract people’s 
awareness for its activities, by being able to reach a market platform that is reliable, safe 
and used by (a number of) small and medium-sized European companies to improve their 
production by reducing the zero defects manufacturing. 
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